Complete Your BIONICLE Collection with the TOA and Villagers of Mata Nui

Even on Mata Nui, there are moments of peace...

...when the villagers can learn from the legendary warriors called the TOA.

Challenge of the Rahi

BIONICLE Villagers available only at participating McDonald's® with purchase of a Happy Meal.

(Sale starts September 7-27, 2001)
WILL YOU AND THE OTHER TOA BE COMING TO OUR DISC THROWING CHAMPIONSHIP TODAY, KOPAKA?

TOA DO NOT HAVE TIME FOR GAMES, MATORO. WE -- WOULD BE HAPPY TO COME.

-- BUT EVENTUALLY THESE QUIET MOMENTS MUST END...

...FOR THE TOA MUST CONTINUE THEIR QUEST FOR THE MASKS OF POWER.*

...THEM TAKE CARE OF THE VILLAGERS -- THEIR WORK DONE FOR THE DAY -- MAKE TIME FOR SPORT.

YOU'RE RIGHT, MAKU. I'M SO BUSY DIGGING NEW TUNNELS IN ONI-KORO THESE DAYS...

AND THE REST OF YOU HAVE DUTIES IN YOUR OWN VILLAGES.

I LOVE THE CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT. IT'S THE ONE TIME WE CAN ALL GET TOGETHER.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT THE TOA AND THE KAOMI MASKS OF POWER AT WWW.BIONICLE.COM.

QUIET DOWN. WE HAVE A LONG, DANGEROUS WALK AHEAD TO THE FIELD.

MAKU, SWIM AHEAD AND MAKE SURE THE WAY IS CLEAR. HUKI, YOU BRING UP THE REAR.

IT'S GOOD TO BE REMIND OF WHY WE'RE HERE, MATORO.

BUT ISN'T IT TIME YOU AND THE OTHERS HEADED FOR THE FIELD?

ME? BUT I WANTED TO PRACTICE MY THROWS. I ALWAYS MISS THE TARGET...!

IF WE RUN INTO A RAHI, YOU'LL HAVE MORE TO WORRY ABOUT THAN HOW WELL YOU THROW.*

*LEARN THE SINISTER SECRETS OF THE RAHI AT WWW.BIONICLE.COM.
BEING THE FASTEST SWIMMER OF ALL THE VILLAGERS, MAKU MAKES AN EXCELLENT SCOUT ---

IF NOT ALWAYS A HAPPY ONE.

WE'RE ALL JUST AS SMART AND STRONG AS --- ?!

I KNOW JALA LEADS THE GUARD IN TA-KORO, BUT HE DOESN'T NEED TO TREAT US LIKE WE'RE HIS WARRIORS.

*DISCOVER TA-KORO AND THE OTHER VILLAGES AT WWW.NINJAGO.COM*

THERE IS AN OLD MATA NUJ SAYING: "EVEN STORM CLOUDS RUN FROM A RAHI."

MAKU WASTES NO TIME IN GETTING BACK TO HER FRIENDS....

I RUN BACK AND GET THE TOA?

SHALL THE TOA HAVE THE WHOLE ISLAND TO WORRY ABOUT? WE'LL HANDLE THIS OURSELVES.

NO.

JALA! EVERYONE! THERE'S A NUI-JAHA UP AHEAD --- COMING THIS WAY!

JALA!

HOW? THE NUI-JAHA IS MUCH BIGGER AND STRONGER!

OH, NO! I'VE GOT TO WARN THE OTHERS!

SHE AND STRENGTH AREN'T EVERYTHING, ONEPU. I THINK... I HAVE AN IDEA.
WITH THAT, KORRU GATHERS VINES FROM THE TREES AND PLUGS THE OTHERS TO WORK—WEAVING A GREAT NET.

MEANWHILE, HUKI BREAKS DOWN BOULDERS INTO SMALLER STONES.

WE'LL HANG THE NET UP HIGH AND SUSPEND IT FROM A BRANCH WITH A VINE.

WHEN THE NUI-JAGA COMES CLOSE, ONE OF US THROWS A DISC, CUTS THE VINE, AND—WHAM!—DOWN IT COMES!

BUT WHO WILL MAKE THE THROW?

HUKI WILL. WHAT?

JALA, WHAT IF I MISS?

LEWA, THE TOA OF AIR, WOULDN'T MISS... SO NEITHER WILL YOU. I'M SURE OF IT.

JUST IN TIME, THE NET IS FINISHED AND HAULED INTO PLACE... FOR THE MONSTROUS NUI-JAGA HAS ARRIVED!

HE'S COMING! THROW YOUR DISC, HUKI!

PLEASE... PLEASE LET ME MAKE THIS ONE SHOT!

GOT HIM! YOU DID IT, HUKI!
THE NET WON'T HOLD HIM FOR LONG!

LONG ENOUGH -- IF WE WORK TOGETHER, CONCENTRATE!

POOLING THEIR ENERGIES, THE SIX VILLAGERS...

...AND THEN I TAKE THIS RHAI FOR A RIDE!
BUT I...
WE...BETTER SPLIT APART AGAIN...

BECOME ONE!

NOW TO GIVE THE NUK-JAGA A LESSON IN POWER.
FIRST, I GRAB THE NET...

IT'S SO EXHAUSTING TO MERGE... BUT IT WAS WORTH IT!

WE WON BECAUSE WE'RE EACH UNIQUE...

...AND BECAUSE WE WORKED TOGETHER.

LET'S GET GOING, MY FRIENDS.
NOW WE HAVE A TALE TO TELL THE FOLK!

END.